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AMAYER-VIETORISSEQUENCEINTHEK-THEORY 
OFLOCALIZATIONS 
6 0. lntrcxhktion 
Algebraic K-theory has to a large extent been motivated by certain exact sequences 
involving KO and Kt due to Bass 121. III order to obviate introduction of relative 
groups one is led to study Cartesian squares of rings, 
A WC_ -U-L- -----4P 
(*) / 1 f it 
c -_._.!L _. ._..__3, D 
if/or g is sujective, then Milnor [ t , 121 proved a Mayer---Vietoris sequence involv- 
ing the functors K, and K, . 
Nowevcr, there are two negative results which limit any search for exact sequences 
among higher K-functions. First, Swan [ 16) has shown that there is no satisfactory 
K-theory, extending K, ;urd K, and yielding Mayer-Wetoris sequences, even if both 
f and g are sujective. Second, even at the K,, K 1 level, one cannot relax the assump- 
tion that either /or g be surjective by requiring, for example, that the images off 
and g generate D. To see this, consider the Cartesian square 
A l^lls.---_---^.=- --------) A[?] 
andapplythede~riptionofK1(A[r,P-J])andofK1(A[rl?givenin (Lp.663j. 
Observe that a Mayer-Vietoris sequence would contradict he “fundamental thee- 
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rem” (for there is no place for the extra fitctor of K&4 ) in K, (A It, t-l ] ) to go). 
One can explain this example by saying that A does not belong in the upper left 
cornet of the Cartesian square, but rather Pt (A) [ S] . 
On the other hand, if one factors G&4) by the subgroup merated by unipo= 
tents,, one constructs aK-theory [9, 101 (denoted here Kf- ‘) which does associate 
to (a) a Mayer-Vietoris sequence, provided g, say, is a GI-fibration. This condition 
is satisfied for example when g is surjective and D is (homologieally) regular. 
In trying to fmd a suitable K-theory for varieties, we were immedSatety led to 
study Cartesian diagrams (8) in which B, C, D are localizations of A. Our idea was 
to associate to each affine open U = Spcec(AU) of the scheme X the CW complex 
of IS], whose homotopy groups are 
Corrcspronding to a covering of the scheme X’ by open affmes (ua} we would 
jgn tie homafop~v thewetic f’ibre product, of the compkes m&4 ua )* over the 
&GI(A~~, 3 ~a)*. Since the homotopy theoretic fibre product may not be familiar 
and in my case is not the categorical fibre product, we have included a few words 
about this construction. 
In order for our pian to succeed and to give a result that can be computed, we 
must ‘know that covering the affine open Z$eo(A v) itself and taking fibre produc: ts 
does not tinge the homotopy type of thre complex BGQA& We have not yet 
succeeded in estabfishing such a general result. However, we shall prove 
Ihtotem. 1’ A is a (tronzoZogicaI/“~ regular R-aigebra nd ij f and g gemmte the 
unit kki of R, then BGl(A), has the hmnotqy type of the ctmnecwd corn- 
pntw of the hmtoropjt heoretic fibre ~~mdu~t 
Consequently, in this cazz there is a satisfactory Mayer-Vietoris sequence of 
f0cahzat ion. 
We have been unable so far to settle the analogous questions for the Quillen k”- 
theory. Perhaps optimistically, as a first step, we have the 
C@~UC. ff A is u suitably nice Ral’gebta nd u, g) = R, then BGI(A)+ has the 
hmotopy type of the connected cumpment of the hcmoto~y theoretic fibre pmduc 
Here f3GZ(A )+ is the space described by Quillen [ IS], which makes the Eilcnberg-- 
MacLane space BGI(A) into a simple space in the most economical way. 
It is possible to use the results of this paper to develop a K-theory of non singular 
curves over fiurite fields. More generirtiy, whenever the scheme X has the property 
that for tury covering af the open U by open affines {U*)) the complex BGl(K’(U, Ox))* 
is gotten by successive fibre products from -tie BGl( r(&, Ox)), (“invariance under 
refinement”), one can develop a good K-theory for X. We conjecture that all smooth 
quasi-compact schemes X have this invariance property. We leave the discussion of 
these problems to a future paper. 
8 1. Constructing projective modules 
Let R be a commutative ring and let f. g E R be such that fl + ~$3 = R. Let A be 
a unital R algebra, and denote Af = S- IA, where S =( fi, i E N). It is well known 
that the diagram of iocalizations 
f -v-w -.-~-----,A, 
a 
I 
J 
1 
J +___.__-___ ‘. __..+#Q.. 
is Cartesian. Geometrically, let X = Spec R, Xf= Spec R,-, etc., then A defines a 
quasi coherent sheaf A * of f3_r-aIgebras. One knows that P(A ), the category of 
projective A-modules of finite type, is equivalent to the category 
(see [ 1, p. 358) for the notion of tibre product of categories). We shall need to 
examine t,his construction in detail. 
Suppase then that PE p(Af), Q E P(AI) and Q: Rfg @q-P + Rfg Om$ Q is an 
isomorphism of Atit-modules. Then P defines P” , a quasi coherent sheaf of 0~~ 
modules, Q defines Q*, an 0 
p” 1 Xfg 3 Q-’ i Xfg- By “p 
Q 
module and a defines CC, an isomorphism 
atching” the sheaves P”, Qw over Xfg via C one con- 
structs a quasi coherent sheaf f‘ of Ox-modules, and since X is affine, F = M(a)“, 
where M(a) = I’(X, F). The following assertions are more or fess immediate (and 
we!! known). 
( 1.1). M(a) is naturally an A-module, for the Afaction on P and Ag-action on Q 
patch to give an A-action on M(a). 
( i 2). M(a) is finitely presented as an A -module. 
For one can chcme a finite subset S of M(a) whose images generate both P= 
r@f(a)*, X’) cwer oxf and Q = F(M(a)“, X’) over oXg. This set S determines 
a homomorphkm 9 : A” -Of(a) and let C be the cokemel of 4. But c/ = 0 and 
c’ = 0, so C = 0 since (J g) = R. Thus 9 is surjective. Applying the same aqument 
ts ker 9, one establishes that M(a) is finitely presented. 
( 1.3). M(aj is B projective A-module of finite type. 
For choose a su l c?,ion An hf(a) + 0. We must show that the map 
NomA(MC4i). An j r HomA (M(a), M(at)) is surjective. Since M(a) is fmi tely pre- 
ted, (worn, qjtf[a), AH)jf = Hom#f(a)pd_r”) so ij$ and $‘Y’Y are surjective (since 
M(or)f % P, M(a& 2 Q are projective). Thus @ is surjective. 
[ I .4). Suppose 4E AutA/P) and 7 E AutAJQ). Then M(Q+#$-~) ST M(a) where 
is the induced automorphism of Rrg @RIP, and similarly for yfr 
For the pair (j& 71) can be thought of as an isomorphism of “descent data’” from 
ivalently, one could write down an explicit isomorphism of the 
iotcd sheaves M(a)” and M(rfRap/,)’ . 
We can now define a map GI,(A,$ s #o(A) as follows: Let a E GI,(AIR) and 
takeP = A;’ Q = A:. and view Q as an isomorphism Rfg QPRf A; -+ Rfg @Rp Al. 
We define a@) = [M(a)1 - [Anf E &(A). Clearly these maps a (as n varies) are 
compatible with the standard inclusion CI,(A,$ C Gfn+l(Afg j and hence deter- 
mine a map a : Gl(Alrr) +&(A). 
#WMW&. We sbafl take “K-regular” to mean that for any set X, the natural map 
&(A I+ K&4 [Xl 9 is an isomoq%sm (this differs somewhat from Katoubi”s 
terminology 1st ). if A isK-regiad, then so are &A and S2A, the path and loop rings 
ofA f9. HI]. where EA and SU 
F;4 *Aft] a-O-A 
xe defined by short exact sequences 
&I -*A 
“r-+1” 
--A 
Recall IlO, 3/ that any (homologkafly) regular ing is K-regular. 
m 1.5, We begin the proof by remarking that alrough we have indi- 
struction of a for unitaf R-rtlgebras, in fact the definition can be ex- 
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tended to non-unital algebras. 
is a commutative diagram 
Since the construe tion is manifestiy functorial, there 
GTEA/B) -.M---_- 
a 
-----------+K(+EA) 
D t 
Since A is Kregulat, the K-theory exact sequences show that K,(EA j = 0. Also, the 
elementary subgroup E(A,$ is contained in the inlage of CI(EA~R) in GI(A,--) (the 
latter image is the unipotent subgroup; see 14, Proposition 5.61). Thus a( E(+)) = 0. 
Suppose now Q E GI,(Af8) and 0 E GI,(AfR), and form their direct sum 
cW=G&+m (Afg). Then the construction M(a @ 0) -“M(a) @M(P), so 
Choosing /3 = <u-t + we recall 11, p. 221j, Proposition 1.7) that (a @ a-- 1) E E(AfR); so 
(1.7) a(a--I) = -3(a). 
Suppose now I;ldE E(Af). Q E E(A& and let Fiji yf9 denote their images in EfAfR). 
By ( 1.4) wt have a(r,RcrPf,) = @a) with a E GI(A& Also, by ( I .7j. we have 
Roof. Look at an elementary transorection f the form f?i&Q/(&gr). Since CfT g) = R, 
3 r, s E R with @ + sg” 3: 1. Thus Eii(oivg)“) is the product of the images of 
Eij(aslfl) and Eii(m/f) in E(A,$. Since E(Af9) is generated by elementary trans- 
vections, the result follows. 
Suppose now 0 E EtAls). We may write 0 as a product of elementary trans- 
vet tions 
where each Ei is in the image of the map E(A$ + E(Afs) or E(Ag) + E(A& by 
bmnta 1.9. Furthermore, suwessivc application of ( 1.8) shows that we can peel off 
the Ei*s in turn in 
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Thus we have established 
We can now complete the proof of Yheorem 1.5. For, by ( 1. IO), 
where again we have used the fact ihat 
(“0 ;_*) E E(A/,)* 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 S. 
lkuwm 1.1 I. Under the h)ywthsses of Theorem I .S wt? huve un exwt stquerwa 
ptoof, The map K&Af) @ Kj(Ag) + K&Afg) is given by (x, v) + jpfR - off where 
the subscript indicates an image in Ki(Afg) under the natural map. Since exactness 
proofs are in routine nature, we indicate the main ideas. The sequence isa com- 
plex as onrt readily ehwks. Only the point K I (AfR) may cause difficulty, and that 
f0fb6 fr0m ( 1.4). 
Emctnas at Ko(Af) @K&). One uses the fact that any element of Ko(R) is 
of the form fpf - .[RnJ , and that this element represents zero only if P @ Rrw is 
free fG: .xxne m. One is reduceld to considering PE P(Af), Q E P(A,) such ttrat P 
and Q become isomor@c in p(Af~). Then choose an isomorphism Q : Rf- QpRl P 
+Rfir@$ Q+ ~~WQII fK&Omapsto((Pl, [Q1)EKO(A~~~KI,C~~g?. 
Exuctneu at K*(A). One reduces to considering [P] - [An ] where P E P(A) is 
ch tbt RrQp, P is free over .Af of rank n and Rg QPR P is free over A, of rank n, 
&t comparing the two bases over APs gives an clement Q of GI,(Afg), artd one sees 
that a(Q) = fpl - [A”]. 
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Exactness atK, (Af& This we indicate in detail. Given Q E cI,(+$ with 
a(@ = 0, we may assume by stabilizing that M(cr) is free, say with basis x1, . . . , xn. 
Consider the diagram 
basis 
MI@ - 
basis 
1 x*,* l * .qJ ’ 
----=-+‘A* 
I 
f F,,. 
\ 
. . ,e,} 
I 
Now{+. . . .x,)induces a basis on A” related to the given basis et, . . . , e,, by 
the matrix M E GlJA,+). Also (xl, . . . 
f 
given basis gt. a . . , 
, xn) induce? a basis on Ag” related to the 
ifn by NE Cl,&). The matrix for the transformation defined 
by a in the basis for A” determined by (x1, .‘. . , xn} is the identity. This shows 
that Q = M- IN. Thus f (lr] is in the image of the map K&AI) @$(A,) + K,(Afg). 
Co&ky 1.12. If A is P K-rqular R algebra, und (J g) = R, then we have an exact 
sequtmz 
hoof. The proof of Theorem 1 .S showed that 3 : CI(A/B) -+ Ko(A) annihilated all 
unipotents. 
We remarked earlier that the unit in A played no essential role in Theorem 1 S. 
Also, if A is K-regular, then so is S2”A for all n. Thus, Corollary 1.12 implies an 
exact sequence with A replaced by WA throughout (observe that (SPAQ = 
SZn(Af), . . l ). 
Now we remind the reader of the higher Karoubi-Villamayor Groups, 
Kf$ “‘(A) SE Kf - ‘( $$A). Also, there is an exact sequence 
Hence, if A is K-regular, then Kt-* *(A) 2~ K&lA) and Kf - ‘(A) 2 Ko(SliA) for all 
i3 1. 
Now, if A (homologically) regular, then so are all of its iocal.izations Af and con- 
sequently they are K-regular. Then Coroliary 1.12 yields exact sequences for all 
N 3 0: 
+KO(S2”Af) @ Ko(ISZnAg) -+ K,WffAfg). 
These exact sequences splice together, and we deduce 
“fbemm t .I 3. Assume A is u homdughzl~ reigulat R algebra and R = (J g). 7?ten 
we have un euzct Mrryer- Vietori seqtience 
8 2. The fibre product theorem 
For convenience of the reader, we retail some basic notions of topology (151. 
Far our convenience we work in the category of CWcomp1exes, although we enter- 
taia no scruples ablou t passing at will to the category of simplicial sets [ 111. A map 
p : E + B is a Hurewicz fibration if given any map f : X -+ E and a homotopy of 
p G/in B, this homotopy iifts to a homotopy offin E. The fibrc over a point 
x E B d’ the fibration p : E + B isp- 1 (x). Given any mspX c Y uw can imbcd f
in a diagram, commutative up to homotopy, 
rrvhereg isa homstopy equivalence and p is a fibration. ify E Y, p-t(j) is c&d 
the f’ibre of fand is determined up to homotopy type by falone. The map p is 
cailed an equivalent fibration tof: 
Given now the diagram 
e may replace f by an cquivaten t fibration p : E + Z 
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p___----__- E* 
I 
I 
I 
1 x (/Ji .P 
1 f 
Y 
\i _._-___----_-----+z 
R 
Let P = {Q, a) E Y X E I&) = p(e)} suitably topoiogized. Complete the diagram 
(2.2) with projection maps. Then P is called the homotopy theoretic fibre product 
of (2.1) and is determined up to homotopy equivalence by (2.11). Furthermore, if
one madeg into a fibration, one would obtain a homotopy equivalent fibre product. 
The usefuiness of this construction is manifested in two propo&ions. 
Reposition 2.4. Given a hmnutopy mmmurative d&gram 
A” _I_____ -___.-.--j~ 
/ 
i 
-t 
if 
J 
Y 
R 
__.- .__. ^ _ .__.j~ 
there exists 0 map K &+ P which makes the folbviqg diagmms humotupy cummuta- 
tiwe: 
Nothing is said about uniqueness of Qt, and indeed (2.2) showr; that nothing call be 
said in general. Thus P is NOI categorical fibre product for the homotopy category 
of CW complexes. Nevertheless, it plays a vital role in hon;otcllpy theory. 
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We remind the reader now of the simplicial formulation of the Karoubi-Vitla- 
mayor K-Theory [ 4,6,7) . If A is a ring, then ane defines a simpircial ring A * q 
where the face operator $ is given by evaluating tj at 0, and the degeneracy opera- 
tor~pndsfj to&++*, ). Applying the functor GI dimensionwise, one gets a sim- 
pkial group CyA l ) and taking its simplicid classifying space f I 11 a Ran ccmpbx 
6#;yAe) (which we freely confuse with its geometric realization). Then a result, 
otjginalIy due to Rector [ 141, states that n&#GI(A& 2.~ K:*+ p(A), i 3 i. The cm* 
plex BGI(A,) is very nice - it can be shown to be an H-space, even an infinite loop 
f;gace when A is K-regular [6) . 
We can now state our main result. 
Then the connected component of P is hmmupy equiwlewt to BGl (A F 3. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 one has a map BGA. s P with appropriate komotopy 
c0mmutative diagrams. We may compare the Mayer-Vietoris sequences for P 
( ;1!.2) and for Ki ‘- *(A) (Theorem 1.13). By the five lemma, it follows that h in- 
&es an isomorphism on homotopy. Since we view these constructs a% CW com- 
plexes, it fotlows tbt h is a homotopy equivaience. Observe also that the effect of 
h on homotopy is uniquely determined., again by the five lemma. 
vi 
f2J 
f3J 
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